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Abstract

Recently KINS (Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety), the nuclear regulatory body in
Korea has been in preparation of introducing PSR (Periodic Safety Review) for
Korean NPPs (Nuclear Power Plants). The oldest NPP in Korea for which a life
extension study is being performed, would be the first target for PSR application. PSA
(Probabilistic Safety Assessment) is important element especially in the aspect of
plant-specific reliability database for the application of PSR and life extension study.
KEPCO (Korea Electric Power Cooperation), the sole utility company in Korea,
decided to perorm PSA for the NPP before the application of PSR.

The object of this study is to develop reliability database for PSA application such as
failure rate for safety related components, test and maintenance unavailability and
common cause failure factors except for initiating event frequencies during the period
of 10 years from 1990 to 1999.

In this study we developed plant-specific reliability database for PSA application and
compared it with generic reliability database developed in the US such as EPRI-URD,
IEEE-500, NUCLARR etc, in the component type basis. We have found that there are
some general differences in the component failure rate and test and maintenance
unavailability. We described the characteristics of differences for some important
component types. We also analyzed the reasons for the differences in the aspect of
maintenance terms such as maintenance policy and maintenance practice. We found
that maintenance terms are important factors for the numbers of plant-specific
reliability database.
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Background

Recently KINS (Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety), the nuclear regulatory body in Korea has been in
preparation of introducing PSR (Periodic Safety Review) for Korean NPPs (Nuclear Power Plants).
The oldest NPP in Korea for which a life extension study is being performed, would be the first target
for PSR application. PSA is important element especially in the aspect of plant-specific reliability
database for the application of PSR and life extension study. KEPCO (Korea Electric Power
Cooperation), the sole utility company in Korea, decided to perform PSA for the NPP before the
application of PSR. KEPCO is planning to introduce risk-monitoring system for the plant in the near
future then the reliability database would also be an essential part.

Most of PSA studies in Korea have been performed with generic reliability database
developed in the US such as EPRI-URD, IEEE-500, NUCLARR, etc because Korean
NPPs haven't had enough operating year for the development of plant-specific
reliability database. For performing PSA for the NPP, we decided to develop a plant-
specific reliability database because the NPP has sufficient operating experience for
the development of plant-specific reliability database. The plant-specific reliability
database developed in this study would be an essential element in the PSR, the life
extension study and risk monitoring system as well as PSA study.

Scope of the Study

The plant for the study has started its commercial operation in 1978. It has 587 MW
of electrical power. It has two loops of NSSS (Nuclear Steam Supply System)
supplied by Westinghouse.

The scope of this study is to develop a reliability database for PSA application. The
reliability database includes failure rate for safety-related components, component
unavailability due to test and maintenance and common cause failure factors but
initiating event frequencies are out of bound of this study. Documents and materials
before 1990 for raw data collection is not in good condition and some are lost. We
decided that the interesting period of raw data collection is from 1990 to 1999.
Specific items of raw data collection for reliability database development are 1) total
number of failures for each component type 2) total out of service time due to test
and maintenance for each component type 3) total operating time and 4) total
number of demands to operate for each component type

Procedure

Following Figure 1 shows the procedure for the plant-specific reliability database development.
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Figure 1. The Schematic procedure for reliability database development.

The first step for reliability database development is to make component list for concern and to define
component boundary for each component type. We made component list based on PSA fault tree
model. Failure number can vary with the definition of component boundary. In general each
component has three boundaries. They are mechanical, electrical and instrumental and control
boundaries. We define component boundaries for most of major components consistent with PSA
model.

The second step for reliability database development is to develop generic database. Generally a
reliability database developed with only one plant-specific data has very small number of failures, total
number of demands to operate and total operating time. For PSA application, a reliability database
developed with only one plant-specific data should be incorporated into a generic reliability database
that has similar conditions for application in the aspect of component boundary and basic
assumptions. The incorporation method of plant-specific data and generic database is bayesian
update. We developed a generic database for this purpose based on EPRI-URD, NUCLARR and
IEEEE-500.

The third step for reliability database development is to collect raw data. Basic principles for data
collection are as follows.
O Data collection period for this study is during the power operation.
O Components are limited in the PSA model including Level 1 internal and external and Level 2 PSA.
O We consider maintenance unavailability related to component tagging-out for other component

maintenance
O Maintenance that could not affect component operation is out of concern.
O If more than 2 trouble reports are issued by different maintenance departments for a same

component failure or maintenance, we selected and analyzed one trouble report that is more
relevant to component failure or maintenance in concern.

As described above the specific items to collect are number of failures, maintenance time resulted in
component out of service, total operating time and total number of demands to operate. In Korean
NPPs, all maintenance works including corrective maintenance and preventive maintenance are
performed on the basis of trouble report. To get the component failure data and maintenance time, we
reviewed trouble reports for all components concerned during the period of 10 years from 1990 to
1999. We selected some trouble reports related to component functional failure and maintenance
work resulted in component out of service. We also calculated component out of service time due to
maintenance on the basis of number written on the trouble reports with some conservation. In some
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cases it's very difficult to calculate or assume component out of service time due to the
incompleteness of the report. In many cases we can get some clues for component out of service time
from operation shift's log written by shift supervisor

To get total operation time and total number of demands to operate for normally running components,
we checked the local operator log and operation change frequency for each component and made a
rule to calculate numbers. To get total operation time and total number of demands to operate for
standby components, we checked surveillance test interval and reviewed test log to get the numbers.
We also considered unexpected operation of redundant component for the change of number in case
of a component maintenance.

The fourth step for reliability database development is to analyze raw data and to evaluate them for
calculating numbers. Based on the collected raw data, we calculated all failure numbers, total out of
service time, total operation time and total number of demands to operate for each component time.
With this numbers, we calculated failure rate, unavailability due to test and maintenance for each
component type. We found some failure events that might be common cause failures.

To perform tasks related to step 3 and 4, we made success criteria for components function based on
PSA model. It could be the selection criteria for failure and maintenance related documents or trouble
report and operation log written by shift supervisor.

The fifth step for reliability database development is to perform bayesian update. In the calculation of
the failure rate, we don't have enough failure numbers, total operation time and total number of
demands to operate in the statistical sense, so the failure rate is not reasonable for PSA application.
We made a bayesian update for plant-specific component failure rate data with generic database
developed in the step two because of PSA application. For unavailability data, it is considered that the
component out of service time and examined period of 10 years are sufficient for PSA application in
the statistical and engineering sense.

Results

Component Failure Rate Database

Plant-specific component failure rate for each component type is somewhat lower
than that of generic database with some exceptions. Almost all components have the
lower failure rate with a little difference in comparison with generic database within
the range by factor of 3.

In case of standby safety related pumps such as HPSI (High Pressure Safety
Injection) pump or CS (Containment Spray) pump, it is impossible to calculate the
failure rate of failure mode "Fail to run" because the pumps have very little running
time less than 20 hours per year. Most of standby safety related pumps also have
zero failure number for failure mode of "Fail to run".

The exceptions that are deviant from overall trend are failure mode of "Fail to run" for
standby pumps of normally running system such as CCWS (Component Cooling
Water System) or CCSW (Component Cooling Seawater System). They have
somewhat higher value of failure rate in comparison with generic database by factor
of 5 though they don't have sufficient number in the statistical sense. Chillers are the
most problem components in the plant. Even though it don't have sufficient number of
demands and operation time, it has much higher value of failure rate than that of
generic database almost by order of 1.
For some components that have no failure numbers and sufficient operation time, we
calculate the failure rate with an equation derived from chi-square distribution which
are generally used for initiating event frequency calculation in the PSA field.
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Common Cause Failure Database

We found a few of candidate common cause failures but the number is too small to
reflect the events to revise the common cause failure multiplier of generic database.
Eventually we use the same CCF multiplier of generic database. With more data for
CCF events of other Korean nuclear power plants, it could be possible to revise CCF
multiplier for PSA application with Korean NPPs.

Component Unavailability Database Due to Test and Maintenance

Component unavailability due to test and maintenance has somewhat higher value
than that of generic database with some exception of 2 component types. Generally
values for plant-specific component unavailability is slightly higher than that of
generic database within the factor of 4. Specific data for motor-driven charging pump
and essential chiller have great difference in comparison with generic database
value. They have much higher values than those of generic database almost by order
of 1. PSA should reflect the plant characteristics in the aspect of operation and
maintenance as well as system design. In this point of view, the unavailability
database would reflect plant characteristics in the aspect of operation and
maintenance because we can use directly plant-specific unavailability data for PSA
application.

Maintenance in Korean NPPs is focused on planned overhaul. In other words, during
the refueling outage, many maintenance tasks are performed with most of significant
components for plant operation and safety, so the refueling outage period is longer
than that of the US NPPs. This is the main reason of lower failure rate of significant
components. Most of Korean NPPs haven't yet introduced RCM (Reliability Centered
Maintenance) which is maintenance optimization approach focused on condition-
directed tasks. During the full power operation, the main maintenance strategy is
corrective maintenance. Even if a component shows very small incipient of failure or
functional degradation, maintenance staff performs corrective maintenance. This
explains the lower probability of component functional failure and higher unavailability
due to test and maintenance. In this aspect, reliability data of component failure rate
and unavailability is very much affected by maintenance characteristics such as
maintenance policy and maintenance practice.

Conclusion

In this study, we developed plant-specific reliability database for PSA application. The
database includes component failure rate, common cause failure factor and
component unavailability due to test and maintenance. Overall component failure
rate data have somewhat lower value than those of generic database with some
exception of standby safety related pumps and essential chiller. The component
unavailability data have generally higher value than those of generic database with
exception of charging pump and essential chiller.

We described the characteristics of differences for numbers of data. We also
analyzed the reasons for the differences in the aspect of maintenance terms such as
maintenance policy and maintenance practice. We found that maintenance terms are
important factor for the numbers of plant-specific reliability database. Conclusively
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remarking, a plant-specific database could have unique characteristics with the
maintenance terms for the plant. On this basis, plant-specific reliability database
development instead of generic database for PSA application is very significant.
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